Balance-corrective responses to unexpected perturbations at the arms during treadmill walking.
The arms have been shown to be involved in the regulation of balance during walking. The use of a walking aid enhances balance by increasing the base of support and reducing the load on the legs by partly transferring it to the arms. However, when actively engaged during a balance task, perturbations to the arms can destabilize balance. Previous studies have investigated postural adjustments associated with focal arm movements during standing and walking. However, balance-corrective reactions to unexpected perturbations to the arms during walking have not been well studied. In the present study, subjects walked on a treadmill while grasping a pair of handles when sudden perturbations were delivered by displacing the handles in the forward or backward direction. Instructing subjects to oppose the displacement of the handles resulted in strong responses in the arms that were accompanied by activation of muscles in the legs, comparable to those observed in other balance disturbance studies. Conversely, when subjects were instructed to allow the handles to move when displaced, no responses were observed in the arms. However, similar responses were observed in the legs whether subjects opposed the displacement of the handles or not when perturbations were applied at heel strike. The results from this study show that balance reactions can be elicited in the legs in response to perturbations applied at the arms, and that the expression of these responses is affected by the task engaged in by the arms.